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"Happy
is the generation In which the elders to the- result will ISeSbe that the young wil, toe

merTS " is in
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teachings about these holy days of toe New Year. B
on toe crucial issue of our times, a"7m
times - how can the right values be communicated

SPJE? tween old and yoinHarents

teachers and students.

A key phrase in creating a meaninful relation between

generations is found in toe first paragraph of the "shema"
(Deuteronomy 6:4), It is usually translated as: "teach it

(Torah, values truth) diligently to your children." Abetter
translation of

would be

"spell it out (or sharpen toe point) for your children."

The implications are clear: The reasoning behind a value

(or a course of action), patient concern with a willingness
to listen, genuine Involvement, are all necessary if the
old is to influence toe young.

This attitude that should govern the relationship between

parents and children relates directly to teacher student

failure to grasp this basic Jewish view of education. A

wall exists between toeacher and potential disciple; "raise
your salary" (with government or private foundation tabs)
is too often toe faculty goal, rather than " raise disciples"
The glory of "publish or perish" takestoe place of "teach
(well) or perish." The result is a factory for degrees that
eads to higher standard of living, instead of school of

learning for training in character to make a better life
A college student once told me that the only time be re-
ceived a call from the office of the Dean of Students In his
four years of college was to inform him to stop folding his
IBM identification card! th

Decentralization of the burgeoning campus into a nmlti- - f
university: teacher rewards (even material ones) and re--

tal

cognition for raising disciples; new (or really old)methods
of creating an atmosphere of genuine involvement between

are urgently needed. This must
happen if American education is to "stop the carnival"

f?;

(Sloan Wilson's description of it a decade ago) and we are
to achieve the real goal of learning as defined by Mr

pr

George B. Leonard, Senior Editor of Look Magazine as
"individual human change."

ke

On Rosh Hashana it is vital to stress this central role
of education and the challenge to raise a generation with
character and understanding. As it has been said- it takes
more wisdom to fashion a child into a good adult than to
develop or improve the atom bomb;

It is in such wisdom that Judaism is
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